
5–10 minutes

TWINKLE, TWINKLE, LITTLE STAR

Play ‘Let’s Do Our Warm Ups’: Explain to your child that sports players always do warm ups before they run, play or exercise; this is because our 
muscles need a chance to warm up before we do a lot of work with them. If we don’t warm up, we might get hurt. Then ask your child to get into a 
space, listen to your words and copy your actions: 

Let’s do it Hands on hips
Shoulders to ears Lift shoulders, pause Repeat 3–4 times
Shoulders drop Lower shoulders and relax.

Knees bend Bend knees, spring up and down very gently 
Arms swing, swing, swing Swing arms 4 times, while continuing the springy movement
And up! Stand up
Legs bounce, bounce, bounce Jump lightly on both legs, continue to swing arms
And relax Flop over, head and arms dangling
That reminds me of Humpty!
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall Turn your body from one side to the other, holding your hands loosely and swinging them around your body
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall At the words ‘great fall’, relax so that your body flops forward, head and hands dangling
And relax! Well done!

Play ‘Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star’: Say: First the sun goes down, then the night comes and puts stars all over the sky. I am Night and you are a Star. 
Tell your child that the stars in the sky are a long, long way from each other, so when you ask them to scatter, they must find a big space to stand in. 

Open your hand and say: Stars, scatter across the sky! Encourage your child to move to a space and stop. Show them how to check that they are in a 
big enough space – ask them if they can stretch out their arms and move them around without hitting into anything. 

Then say: Rays shine in all directions! Can you twinkle in all directions, like the rays of light from the stars? Show them how to stretch their arms 
gently in all directions and wriggle their fingers too to ‘twinkle’ – in front, behind, to the sides, up and down, and so on, saying the directional words 
aloud and modelling the movements. 

You may wish to sing ‘Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star’. 

To develop a rich repertoire of expressive actions for symbolising and/or 
imitating a variety of activities and experiences  
To encourage independent invention of expressive movements 
To practise orientation skills
To protect muscles from strain by warming up 
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Your child can practise stretching and warming up.
Your child can find a big enough space to exercise safely.
Your child can use symbolic gestures to pretend be a star.
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